
Racing League needs
regional teams

The Racing League will be underway

once the August edition of the Kingsley

Klarion is published and it will be

interesting to see how it is received by

the wider public it has been created to

engage.  

In the days prior to the first Racing

League date, the competition gained

plenty of unwanted publicity due to a

feeling of exclusion from a number of

professionals, and counter arguments

from the organisers that all trainers had

been invited to participate. Whatever

the truth, it cannot be disputed that an

injection of £2 million in prize-money

from new outside sources cannot be a

bad thing.  

But in order for the League to

become a roaring success and the prize-

money to become a permanent addition

to racing’s coffers, the public will need

to develop an affinity with one of the 12

teams. And this seems to be the

downfall of the concept.  

How would an occasional racegoer

who turned up for the first event at

Newcastle on July 29 suddenly care

more about the success of Team

ThoroughBid ahead of eToro Racing? A

team competition needs team fans to be

sustainable.  

Most of the teams, involving a total

of 42 trainers, seem to be loosely based

on geographical location but there is no

mention of this in the team names (with

the exception of Team Ireland and

Newmarket Red), so the novice

racegoer or viewer may not be aware

that Team BullionVault for example is

composed of trainers from South East

England.  

Why not fully adopt the geographical

team concept? Surely an occasional

KINGSLEY KICKBACK
racegoer would be more likely to

support their local team rather than an

unfamiliar branded identification (of

course sponsors must be still included

in the naming of regional teams).  

My late grandmother was far from a

racing fan but would regularly check the

paper for ‘Middleham runners’ and

would also keep a close eye from her

home at Leyburn across the valley at the

comings and goings of the Johnston

Racing plane to guess where the trainer

may be heading to, and she would

follow the results the next day. My dad

is more knowledgeable about racing but

his first question during the big Festival

meetings is to ask if there have been

any Yorkshire winners. For my part, I

have limited interest in football but

would always support a northern team

ahead of a southern one. Maybe we’re

just parochial Yorkshiremen and women

but I’m pretty sure we’re not alone in
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The Klarion welcomes your letters 
Send to: 

klarion@johnston.racing

or
Kingsley Klarion, Kingsley Park, 

Park Lane, Middleham, DL8 4QZ

Please include your name, postal address 
and a telephone contact number

Letters may be edited

feeling an affinity with our local

representatives.  

So bringing this tried and tested

system back to the Racing League, why

not divide the country into regions

(Newmarket and Lambourn could have

two teams). Any trainer based in the

region could enter a horse in a Racing

League race and the team manager, a

well-known local figure or celebrity,

would choose which horses would be

declared to represent the team.

Alternatively, as is the case for early

entries in some of Japan’s most

important races, the choice could be

submitted to public vote. The trainers

concerned could promote their horse on

social media. In this way, engagement

would be created right from the entry

stage.  

And in conjunction with the Racing

League meetings, the various team

regions could organise visits, tours and

preview events for local fans.  

KATHERINE FORD
Luzarches, France 
(Racing presenter on French TV)

Mark says: I have no doubt
whatsoever that Katherine’s idea of
teams based on geographical location
would be far more likely to spark public
interest than the current Racing League
structure, but I don’t think it would be
enough to change the fact that this is a
flawed concept.

Of course, there is also no doubt that
extra prize-money coming from new
sources is to be welcomed and that
efforts to acquire that money should be
applauded. I presume that the owners of
the horses which are involved in the
Racing League feel this is adequate
compensation for having their horse run
in the colours of a team sponsor, ridden
by a jockey who may not be of their
choosing, in a race that might not
provide its best opportunity of winning. 

Nonetheless it must surely be wrong
to incentivise trainers to run horses in
races for any other purpose than the
best interests of the owner. Far from
being aggrieved that I am not included,
I am proud of the fact that no amount of
prize-money for trainers could lure me
to support this with horses I don’t own.

Has racing lost its soul?

I have been a lover of horse racing for

keeping a lid on names and racing plans

for his horses. 

And there are similarities between

Mark and Emmet. It is no secret that

Mark enters his handicappers in

multiple races to keep the opposition

‘guessing’, with the aim being to

achieve the best opportunity of winning. 

On the same subject Mr Mullins has

this to say: ‘Racing in Ireland is way

more competitive than in Britain and,

because of that, we think outside of the

box. We put a huge emphasis on placing

our horses. 

‘Anyone can get a horse fit. That's the

easy part of training. It's keeping them

healthy and placing them in the right

races that separates the good from the

bad.’ 

Galway races may seem a long way

away from Goodwood, but Mark would

probably agree on the placing part,

while disagreeing on the ‘competitive’

reference within Emmet’s philosophy. 

We wish Emmet Mullins the very

best of luck in selecting an appropriate

slogan for his yard.  

ALASDAIR ROSS 
Larbert, Stirlingshire

Mark says:
‘Imitation is the sincerest form of
flattery’ and I am proud of the fact that
we have started so many trends in
racing, including that of training yards
having slogans. I am pleased that
Alasdair noticed this reference to our
Always Trying slogan, but I must
correct one little misconception in his
letter. We make multiple entries for all
our horses, if possible and if the owner
will allow, in order to find the best
opportunity to win. It has nothing to do
with keeping anyone guessing.

over 60 years and in that time I have

seen many changes, but in these

unprecedented, difficult times I feel that

the whole industry has perhaps lost its

soul, I assume with the intention of

safeguarding the industry.

I still do, and always will, love to

watch good horses racing against each

other competitively, but these days this

sometimes only happens at the big

meetings.

While appreciating my view might

not be shared by many, it seems that

day-to-day meetings are becoming like

greyhound racing, which was once a

massively popular sport with tracks

attended by thousands of people, but

now sees tracks largely unattended and

run solely for the benefit of the betting

industry.

I very much hope the all-weather

tracks don't end up the same way. Do

Mark and others out there have

concerns in this respect? Or do you

believe that the integrity of the sport we

love remains intact?

WALTER MCDUELL
(lover of good horse racing )
Cobham, Surrey

From Galway to Goodwood

Mark’s slogan of ‘Always Trying’ is

occasionally mentioned in the media. It

cropped up in an unusual place recently

in a piece by the Racing Post’s Brian

Sheerin on the thoughts of up-and-

coming Irish jumps trainer, Emmet

Mullins.

The interviewer suggests that Emmet

is missing a trick by not having a stable

slogan like that of Team Johnston, and

further suggests it should be ‘Keep ‘Em

Guessing’ due to the trainer’s ability of


